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VSceneGIS is a software for GIS developed with Java
and C/C++ APIs. This is a tree and graph based
system. This has a typical representation of a
topology. Features: * Tree Topology, Graph Topology
or both * Tree, Graph, Data or Composition. * Multi-
store, there is a single data and all the maps and views
are stored in different data locations or in different
data files. * Support for multiple databases * Support
for multiple data sources * Create Views * Create
Maps * Create Data Manipulation * Create Data
Analysis * Create GIS Editing * Create Analytics *
Ability to Connect to OGC Service (SIRI, ARCGIS) *
Support for PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle, MsSql and
SQLite. * Support for DBMS Output (ODBC, JDBC,
SQL) * Real-time support. * Map and View Layers
Support (Exported Maps and Views) * Use of SQL
Injection Proof parameters. * Provide Results in Real
Time. * Organize Data from several sources in a
single Data Folder, each Map and View showing the
same result set and the user may switch easily
between them. * Import Data from other sources like
from CSV, OGR, SIRI and from other formats like
Shapefile, PostGIS, DBF, GeoPackage, KML, XLS,
MS Access, MS Excel etc. * It has an open
programming API, this means that you can add new
features and new source(s). * VSceneGIS has a
simple, easy to use GUI that allows novice users to
easily make all the actions. * We have Support and
Documentation for every function of this application.
* We have a support forum with support for every
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aspect of this application. * We have a documentation
section where you will find all the informations you
need about this application. * We have many helpful
examples, and several screen shots to show you the
beauty of our product. * We have a huge community
of experts to help you. www.fileforums.com offers a
variety of free websites to post, share and distribute
your files. It is the best place to share files, discuss
about online media files, upload videos, watch
movies, download mp3 music, download video, share
files in various formats, and more. In addition, it
allows you to access

VSceneGIS Crack

KEYMACRO is a multi-purpose data management
system. Using the program, users can perform an
automated routing or design travel itineraries. The
data model is highly flexible and scalable, having the
ability to modify the data in a quick way and
extending it indefinitely. The program supports all
features of topological editing, allowing to manage,
update, modify and extend the data according to the
user’s needs. ACCOPLAN is a free, Java-based
application for creating, editing and rendering
geospatial vector data in an integrated fashion. It is a
Windows application, so it runs only on Microsoft
Windows machines. However, it is able to work with
any vector data format that can be read by the Java
Runtime Environment. ACCOPLAN supports the
following GIS vector formats: ESRI Shapefile (.shp),
Geoconcept DataMine and IDC. It has a user-friendly
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interface and several tools to support the user to
produce high-quality GIS data and maps. The main
tool of ACCOPLAN is the MapViewer, that allows
the user to produce vector maps using the most
popular styles and symbols. A MapViewer has a
region that represents a region or part of a map.
ACCOPLAN can create different regions and it can
set up a so-called layout to define how to compute the
limits of the regions and what happens if the map is
resized or panned. ACCOPLAN has also other tools,
such as: A layouter for rectangular regions of a map.
A layouter for circles, arcs or ellipses. A compass for
placing points or lines on a map. A converter for
editing data from one data format to another. A data
import for loading data from any vector data format
into ACCOPLAN. A data export for saving data from
ACCOPLAN into a chosen vector data format. A
basemap source for loading a map using a specified
coordinate system. A snapshotter for taking a picture
of the whole map with or without a specified region.
A data explorer for loading data from one data format
into ACCOPLAN. A scanner for searching text in a
vector map. The ACCOPLAN data model allows to
manage the data with high flexibility. It is possible to
define the geometric features, the symbols, the lines,
the areas, the text and the raster components and to
link them to the rules for computing the 77a5ca646e
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VSceneGIS 

VSceneGIS is a tool to create, edit, manipulate and
validate maps. It implements the concepts of tree and
graph. VSceneGIS has a user interface similar to
ArcGIS and the ability to validate data according to
the topology specified in the map. The interface is
similar to ArcGIS, which allows you to perform
standard tasks, as well as some advanced tasks, such
as managing, storing, modifying and validating the
data model. VSceneGIS Features: VSceneGIS lets
you create and edit any kind of maps. One of the
features of this application is the ability to generate
and validate data according to the topology of a tree or
graph. VSceneGIS also has a user interface similar to
ArcGIS and the ability to create, edit, store, modify
and validate the data model, not forgetting that it is
Open Source, thus it is very easy to customize. Palette
n Covers for the Windows User This blog post is
about the following programming languages: Go
Dlang Slate Dart Effective C and C++ Programming
with Visual Studio 2017 In this video lecture, Avinash
Khanna shows some of the recent changes and
enhancements introduced to the Visual Studio 2017
C/C++ IDE. The Visual Studio 2017 C/C++ IDE has
been updated to integrate many new and modern
features. It includes new editor features like
IntelliSense, move and copy refactorings, jump to
definition, Quick Definition, jump to usages,
refactorings, refactoring snippet generation, lambda
expressions, code snippets, XML documentation,
static analyzer for C/C++ code, etc. The IDE also
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includes an improved debugger, a new profiling tool,
new version control system, SQL Server tools, and
many other features. Video Transcription: In this
video, we’re going to see Visual Studio 2017 C/C++
IDE. In the older version, you had two new icons.
And the code will be very simple. It’s not taking new
line. If you hover over it, you will see the properties
like the code will be colored. And there is a small red
circle on the left side. Now, let’s look at the newer
version. If you look at the indent, it is fixed. If you
hover over it, you will see the properties like the code
will be colored. And there is a small

What's New In VSceneGIS?

This is not a stand alone application. This is a plugin
to QGIS. See this video to know more about it: I
wrote this application after I had some trouble with
QGIS. So, I've decided to make it as standalone as I
could. I hope it helps you to get a simple way to
manage your map information in a tree style.
VSceneGIS is not limited to ESRI and GRASS data,
and has a plugin architecture that allows it to be used
in any open source GIS such as QGIS. VSceneGIS
provides a simple way to get your data model up and
running in a no frills, tree structure GIS application.
You can easily export and import data from external
DB's (like GRASS and Oracle), and this is the reason
why VSceneGIS is often described as "QGIS on
steroids". What do you need to use VSceneGIS? Just
need a database (Oracle, Postgres, MySQL etc.),
QGIS and a bit of Java. What do you get from using
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VSceneGIS? You get a multi-layer, multi-column and
multi-geometry based system that implements the
concept of "tree topology" in a dynamic, easy to use
way. You can store and retrieve information in a tree
structure, like storing a attribute for every single
column and any geometry type in an SQL table, like
You get a direct and efficient access to the data, with a
simple interface, like "query and insert" You get built-
in support to multiple data formats, such as Oracle,
Postgres, MySQL, ArcGIS Shapefiles, GRASS,
Oracle Spatialite, GeoJSON, Geotools, etc. You get a
simple and direct editing interface, letting you edit
geometry directly in the editor window, without
having to go through another layer to handle the
geometry. You get a simple and clean way to access
and edit multiple layers, columns and different
geometry types You can save your work in any format
you wish, and be sure it will be easy to import it, and
export it to any format you desire. You can access and
edit all your data in a multi-user way, letting multiple
users to access the same data You get a nice interface
that provides you with all the tools to manage your
data in an easy way You get a plugin architecture that
allows you to use your VSceneGIS application
without any dependency to QGIS. You can access all
the data you manage with VSceneGIS directly from
any GIS application you wish. You can even write
your own plugins if you need to. You get a
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System Requirements For VSceneGIS:

The recommended system specification for the PC
version is: Minimum system specification: OS:
Windows 7 (32/64 bit), Windows 8.1 (32/64 bit) CPU:
Intel Core i5-2400 or AMD equivalent RAM: 6 GB
RAM GPU: AMD R9 270 or Nvidia Geforce GTX
660 or higher HDD: 20 GB Sound Card: DirectX 11
compatible sound card HDD space: ~20 GB
Recommended system specification: OS: Windows 10
(32/
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